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Past, Present, Future!

November 2022

By Jeff Swan

As we close in on the end of our 2022 year, the future looks bright for
the Swan Companies. Our backlog for 2023 is strong and we are
currently bidding and negotiating some great projects. We are right in
the middle of projects finishing and new projects getting ready to break
ground. This provides the perfect opportunity to regroup and reflect
on our past season; both collectively as a company and individual selfreflection.
At our recent fall meeting I spoke briefly about setting goals and
clearly identifying our vision moving forward. The great Yogi Berra
once said, “If you don’t know where you are going, you’ll end up
someplace else.” Our core values have established and provide
guidance for what we stand for as an organization, but how do we
make sure those values are upheld? What goals do we have for 2023?
What changes can/should be made? What is our vision?
One thing that is very clear to me is our formula for success starts and
ends with our people. When you surround yourself with hard working,
dedicated, and loyal people, success is certain. I look forward to
working with everyone to provide clarity and focus for 2023 and many
years ahead.
Thank you to everyone for your continued dedication and hard work.
I wish everyone a safe and fun
upcoming holiday season!

Project Highlights – Water Tanks >>>

Salt Springs & Verona
Estimator, Matt Cobb, landed two very similar-scope water
tank projects; Salt Springs is located in Manlius, NY and the
Verona tank is located in New London, NY. Both projects are far
enough out of our typical work radius that it requires crews to
stay right near the job site each week that work is performed.

Inside Tank

Salt Springs scope includes site work grading, excavation and
backfill, installing water lines to the concrete tank structure,
stone pavements, concrete flatwork, duct bank along the edge of the edge of the tank and site
restoration. Crews found Salt Springs especially challenging due to the rock they had to break
through in order to set the required pipe (see top right photo).
Verona requires tank excavation and backfill, stone tank pad, inlet/outlet/overflow pipe stubs outside
of the tanks foundation and final site restoration.
Photos~top to bottom: Rock wall trench for pipe installation (Salt Springs); pad prep (Verona);
Standing inside the concrete tank structure and ductbank running along outside of tank (Salt Springs)

Ductbank
Conduit

Project Highlight ~ Amazon, Bath, NY >>>

Holidays are Coming!

No pressure for Site Foreman, Randy Ralyea, and the rest of his crew as they approach
the upcoming deadline for the Amazon project. It is set to complete so that the megaonline conglomerate can be ready for the upcoming holiday season. The finishing
touches are being made as paving, sidewalks, curb, signage, and retopsoiling are all

Hampton Inn

Hampton Inn, Hornell, NY
LG Evans has been contracted by Indus
Hospitality Group to perform site and
foundation work for the Hampton Inn Hotel
project in Hornell, NY.
The area chosen for the hotel was made up of
mostly swampy area, which initially caused
delays at the start of the project. The location
chosen is close enough to service families of
Alfred State College students. Luckily, the
customer and LG Evans were able to work
through the issues and the project is well
underway with a November 2022 completion
date.
This project is not unlike what we frequently
find once a project is bid in recent years. With
more and more land being “built up”, the area
left is less desirable and we face challenges
with ground water or digging through bedrock.

soon to be done. Finishing on time is quite a feat for LG Evans since the project was
delayed 6 months due to DOT roadway issues. Despite the start date changing, the
completion date could not. Hats off to the LG Evans crews who have worked
diligently and efficiently to make sure we finish on time and within budget and
leaving Amazon a happy customer!

Project Highlight ~ Burlington Plaza, Amherst, NY >>>

LG Evans Construction was awarded
the site work contract from Benderson
Construction in April of this year.
Making his debut at LGE right around
the same time as contract award, Site
Supervisor, Ron Cartwright, has done
a stellar job overseeing the daily
operations of the project.
To put the scope of work into
perspective, there was 350,000 sf of
asphalt pavement removal (equivalent
to 6 football fields), 3 miles of
underground utility piping and
conduits, over a mile of curbing, and
11,000 sf of concrete sidewalks!

Cooper Vision
Warehouse Office Addition
A repeat customer, The Nichols Team has entrusted another project to LG Evans.
The newly acquired project includes foundations for the 153,000 square foot office
addition at the Cooper Vision Warehouse facility located on Thruway Park Drive in
Henrietta. With just over 140 piers and nearly 800 cubic yards of concrete needed
for the foundations, this job is demanding due to sheer size and the precision
required to complete it successfully. The Cooper Vision project is set to complete
by the end of 2022.

Burlington Plaza’s fast-paced
schedule allowed all retails stores to
remain open during the ongoing
construction. Trying to maintain
integrity of the site for shoppers while
performing such extensive
renovations to the area could be quite
difficult at times to say the least, but
crews have persevered.
When asking Ron to comment his
thoughts on the project, “This has
been a tough little job, but I can see
the light at the end of the tunnel now.
We are there!”
The site work portion of the project is
scheculed to wrap up at the end of
November.

What makes a company great?
The people, of course!
You will see some new faces around the office and shop areas in Avon for Swan
Equipment & Trucking. Please join us in welcoming:
Carrie Curtis, Office Manager; Carrie has an extensive background in the
construction industry and scheduling. That knowledge will serve her well in

Carrie Curtis

managing the day-to-day administrative operations for our “east side” trucking
company. We look forward to tapping into her expertise to help Swan Equipment &
Trucking achieve further success and growth!
Matthew Vara, Heavy Duty Diesel Technician; Matt is a 2021 graduate of the
Heavy Duty Diesel BOCES program. However, classroom instruction is not Matt’s
ony diesel tech experience. Matt both grew up on a family farm, as well as, working
for other farms repairing machinery. When Matt isn’t working, he can be found
competing in the Ranch Sorting Team Penning Association (RSTPA) national rodeo
circuit riding quarter horses.

Employee Spotlight – CDL A Drivers >>>
We wanted to take a moment and shine the spotlight on our CDL A tractor-trailer
drivers! Many people don’t understand the responsibility our A-drivers hold in
their hands each and every day. We appreciate you! Thanks guys!

Matt Vara

Three tips for driving safely
around tractor-trailers:
* Give tractor-trailers plenty of
room; whether you’re passing,
transitioning in front of, or driving
behind-trucks are big, heavy, difficult
to maneuver, and prone to tire issues.
The last place you want to be is next
to or close to the tractor when an
issue arises.
* Trucks are heavy! Trailers are
routinely loaded to carry 80,000 or
more making them 30 times the
weight of a passenger vehicle. Fully
loaded, it takes a tractor-trailer 40%
longer to stop than an average car or
SUV.
* Be aware of blind-spots. Cars have
blind spots, trucks have blind zones,
particularly on the passenger side.
Truck drivers can’t see you unless
you are at least 20’ ahead or 200’
behind them.

Shop Talk with
Jay Helker

<<< Company Spotlight ~
Swan Equipment & Trucking >>>

In the recent months I have spent much time reflecting on how to take ownership of the day as an individual. I
consistently find myself looking for ways to please everyone and help wherever possible. As a leader of a much
larger entity, I have realized it is unrealistic to expect to do this alone. The best solution is to be surrounded by
individuals who can be counted with the same mindset. I am proud to say we have made tremendous strides
towards that goal.
In the repairs division, we have restructured positions to better meet the demand of the growing fleet of construction
equipment, small tools, and trucks. We strive to be focused on organization, faster turn-around times, and details
when communicating with drivers & foreman regarding repairs, scheduling services, etc. Bo Swan will be taking
the primary field technician role, conducting needed equipment repairs on project sites. All field issues should be
communicated with Bo including downed equipment and materials or tools you may need from Doug at the shop.
Rob Ward will be moving onto a split schedule between 1st and 2nd shift. This will allow him to mentor our younger
shop technicians, Owen, Kevin, and Matt as well as handling end of day issues so trucks are ready to go the next
morning. Rob brings a strong work ethic and vast knowledge which is a great asset to the company to be able to fill
multiple roles.
On the trucking side, there are several exciting things happening! First, in an effort to empower employee personal
growth, Swan ET is working with CDL B driver Timothy Kranz while training for a CDL A. In the very near future
he will be joining the ranks of the big riggers! Next, we welcome new employees to the team as shown in the
employee highlight. As time goes on, you are likely to see more due to growth – we are looking for all positions, so
if you know of anyone, pass the info along! A huge thank you to Swan ET veteran Bob Strassner for his continued
support in working with all our new truck drivers showing them the ropes. His expertise and knowledge have set
newcomer drivers up for success by teaching the importance of detailed paperwork and safe operating practices. In
addition to his efforts, it has been noticed that there is a heightened level of detail from all drivers in general,
including route planning the day before, material questions, paperwork, pre and post trip checks, general
communication which have made you all a much more effective team. There are many of you that come in day in,
and day out and hammer out a solid days work and head home without issue. I see you! I recognize the hard work
and efforts, and I thank you!
We all have a role to play and taking ownership of your role is what will continue to set us apart. Heed that
ownership! If you’re a driver, keep it clean and represent yourself like you are an owner operator. Do your
paperwork like you’re going to be invoicing the customer, which determines if you get paid this week. If you are a
diesel tech, represent yourself with detailed, clean, neat repairs that are complete. The equipment must run
tomorrow. It not running is the difference between the company being profitable and not profitable. Treat operators
and drivers like an retail customer and communicate with them in order provide them the confidence and
understanding on what Is going on with their machine. Because you are all elevating to a higher level as individuals
you are continuing to inspire others. In doing this together we are bringing the company to that next level. Thank
you all for what you do!

<<< Caught in the act ~
Swan Trucking West >>>

What’s happening
on the west side?
Sister company, Swan Trucking West has
been contracted by LG Evans Construction
to haul material for the newly acquired
Healthy Living YMCA project located in
Batavia, NY.
This project will feature a 78,000 square
foot ultra-modern facility offering
comprehensive medical and wellness
services for the the GLOW region
(Genesee, Livingston, Orleans and
Wyoming Counties).

James Cumming

Neil Gottfried

Randy Ralyea

Jason Helker
Robert Ward

Adam Guild
Mauro Lombardozzi
Matt Rowe

Thank you for your service

Save the dates >>>

Upcoming Holidays:

*Thanksgiving – November 24th
*Floater Day – November 25th

*Christmas Day Observed – December 26th

Christmas Party:

*Friday, December 2nd; The Avon Inn; Details to Follow

Fundraising Opportunity!

Bob Strassner
Steve Williams

Congratulations to the above
employees who have completed 5
years of service! We appreciate
all of your hard work and
dedication over the past 5 years
and look forward to many more

*Catholic Charities~Adopt-a-Family (benefits low income families of Livingston

years of success!

County) Items will be collected until December 19th More details forthcoming.

Thank you!

1823 Lakeville Road
Avon, NY 14414

Swan Companies

